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SUSY-breaking and mediation

• SUSY is dynamically broken in a Hidden Sector of the 

full theory and the effects of this SUSY-breaking are 

mediated to the Visible Sector (MSSM) by some flavour-

blind interactions.

• Soft SUSY-breaking terms in the MSSM arise as a result 

of this mediation. They can be computed from the 

underlying theory / mediation mechanism (if known).
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SUSY-breaking and mediation

• Gravity mediation: SUSY-breaking is communicated to 

the MSSM only via gravity-strength interactions        

Mmessenger=MP

• Gauge mediation: Messengers are ordinary matter fields 

coupled to the Hidden sector and to the SM gauge fields. 

SM gauge interactions are responsible for the generation 

of soft terms in MSSM. Mmessenger is a new scale.

• Extra-dimensional mediation: Gaugino mediation and 

Anomaly mediation scenarios.



Gravity mediation and CMSSM

Supersymmetry breaking in MSSM arises from MPlank-suppressed terms 

in the supergravity effective lagrangian.



Gravity mediation and CMSSM

In spite of its universal appeal, the CMSSM is not derived from any theory, 

it is an assumption within Gravity mediation.

E.G., Gravity mediation in general leads to unsuppressed flavour violation

which needs to be explained; in the CMSSM it is set to zero by hand.



CMS

One of our main goals - apply the LHC results and data to SUSY models beyond the 

CMSSM:

pure General Gauge Mediation

large set of previously proposed benchmark points

(and even CMSSM again)

CMSSM exclusion plots from CMS and ATLAS



Gauge mediation

Hidden sector susy SM sector

messengers

Messenger fields are coupled to the SUSY-breaking sector and to the SM 

sector. Importantly, in the SM sector they are coupled only to the gauge 

multiplets, not to the matter fields. => Pure gauge mediation.

Gauge mediation manifestly does not give raise to new flavour changing 

processes since SM gauge interactions are flavour blind.

LSP of gauge mediation is gravitino. Contrary to gravity mediation the lightest 

neutralino will always ultimately decay into gravitino and cannot be a dark matter 

candidate. However this does not rule out a possibility of gravitino dark matter.



Gauge mediation

• Gaugino masses are generated by:

• Scalar mass squared are generated by:

← messenger loop

← messenger loop



Gauge mediation
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General Gauge mediation

Do these 

Do these sum rules hold at any scale, e.g. at the low scale?

Do they hold only for the first two generations, or not even that?

Can they be used as a `smoking gun’ signature for gauge Mediation?



General Gauge mediation

Do these 

If the sum rules were to hold to a good accuracy at any scale M, 

then the messenger scale would appear to play no role in GGM

and would not be a parameter on the GGM model space. (?)



Spectrum dependence on the Messenger Scale

keeping  (Mmess) fixed and varying Mmess

stau

smuon

sneutrino

heavy higgs

stop

Significant dependence on M  mess.
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Why should one keep Lambda’s fixed at Mmess? (as on the prev. slide)

Can one keep fixed RG Invariants instead? 

-That’s what we’ll do:

Instead of (or in parallel with) the mass sum rules we will also use

1-loop RG Invariants (RGIs) 

• These RGIs are known analytically and were listed recently in

Carena, Draper, Shah, Wagner 1006.4363 for a general MSSM case (see next slide).

• RGIs hold to the first order in alpha SM 

• Miss order alpha-squared

• Incorporate effects of the Yukawa coupling of the 3rd generation

• Miss Yukawa effects of the first two generations (set to zero)

•In pure GGM there are six non-trivial RGIs which are in one-to-one 

correspondence with six Lambdas.



6 non-trivial

RGIs 

in GGM

in terms of 

6 Lambdas





Spectrum dependence on the Messenger Scale

keeping  6 RG-Invariants IBr
and IMr fixed J
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Significant dependence on M  mess.



GGM sum rules in terms of observable masses



GGM sum rules in terms of observable masses

3rd generation sum rules are non-vanishing and vary with M mess by 15% and 3%.

Y 3rd generation

B-L 3rd generation

1st and 2nd generations 

Yukawa effects and 2-loop gauge coupling effects are taken into account
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GGM sum rules in terms of observable masses

Zoomed on the previous plot for 1st and 2nd generations 

Yukawa effects and 2-loop gauge coupling effects are taken into account



GGM sum rules in terms of soft masses

3rd generation Y-sum rule is still broken by 20% (due to large Yukawa) but B-L improves.

Yukawa effects and 2-loop gauge coupling effects are taken into account

Y 3rd generation

B-L 3rd generation

1st and 2nd generations 
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GGM sum rules in terms of soft masses

Zoom of the previous slide... Also checked sum rule violations for low tan beta models

Yukawa effects and 2-loop gauge coupling effects are taken into account

B-L 3rd generation

1st and 2nd generations 



Mass sum rules  0 and do vary when one changes the high scale, 

especially the hypercharge sum rule for the third generation 

(due to a large Yukawa of the 3rd gen.)

Mass spectrum varies as well either when (Mmess) is fixed 

or when RG Invariants are fixed at Mmess

The messenger scale is a true parameter of GGM 

and at the same time mass sum rules cannot be used at low scales

as the smoking gun signature of gauge mediation

....so forget the sum rules from now on... but keep Mmess

General Gauge mediation



GGM with Unification 

Here RGIs are kept 

fixed at Mmess and S are 

reconstructed from them.



If supersymmetry is discovered, and if (in remote future) all squark and slepton

masses of the first two generations will be measured, depending on the accuracy

of these measurements, one can in principle reconstruct the running S parameters

and check if Unification and Gauge Mediation take place.

This is more than the usual unification of gauge couplings.



Pure General Gauge Mediation



Pure General Gauge Mediation

We have a simple setup with three    

parameters, G, S, Mmess



What about a-terms?

• Soft terms include:

Are predicted in GGM to be small at Mmess



The (soft)Higgs sector and B

@Mmess

In pure gauge mediation

Slepton mass-squared



The (soft)Higgs sector and B

@Mmess

mu
2 is driven negative by stop loops due to 

large top Ykawa => gives vev to Hu

then B needed to give vev to Hd

(and masses to down-type particles)???



The (soft)Higgs sector and B

@MEW

B 0 generated by RG evolution to MEW

B typically remains small  Large tan

Pure General Gauge Mediation set-up



What about ?

• SUSY Higgs term:

SUSY preserving term, not necessarily 

connected to SUSY breaking

Determine from EW symmetry breaking

Accept fine-tuning



Pure GGM: finding the Parameter Space 



Pure GGM: B and tan(beta) at low energies



Pure GGM: NLSP and NNLSP



Example of gluino decay cascades for a characteristic point with a relatively light   

gluino (and neutralino NLSP).



CMS + ATLAS

Have searched for jets + missing energy

CMSATLAS



CMS + ATLAS

Have searched for jets + missing energy

CMSATLAS

Interpretation in CMSSM…

Now: check other SUSY models!



ATLAS: What is measured?
Maximal cross section after cuts are applied

designed for

heavy



ATLAS Constraints on pGGM parameter space
Dolan-Grellscheid-Jaeckel-VVK-Richardson 1104.0585



ATLAS Constraints on pGGM parameter space
Dolan-Grellscheid-Jaeckel-VVK-Richardson 1104.0585

95% CL EXCLUSION Contour from the ATLAS data



ATLAS Constraints on pGGM parameter space
Dolan-Grellscheid-Jaeckel-VVK-Richardson 1104.0585

Left panel is the parameter space @ Mmess=1014 GeV before the LHC data. Stop mass 

contours (500 GeV and 1 TeV) are dotted lines and solid lines are gluinos (500 GeV

and 1 TeV) . NLSP is neutralino above the diagonal and stau below.

Right panel shows 95% exclusion contour in red derived from ATLAS data. Colour scale

shows the expected number of signal events normalised to the exclusion limit, i.e. 1.



ATLAS Constraints on pGGM parameter space
Dolan-Grellscheid-Jaeckel-VVK-Richardson 1104.0585

Left panel is the parameter space @ Mmess=1010 GeV before the LHC data.

Right panel shows 95% exclusion contour in red derived from ATLAS data. Colour scale

shows the expected number of signal events normalised to the exclusion limit, i.e. 1.



ATLAS Constraints on pGGM parameter space
Dolan-Grellscheid-Jaeckel-VVK-Richardson 1104.0585

Left panel is the parameter space @ Mmess=108 GeV before the LHC data. 

Right panel shows 95% exclusion contour in red derived from ATLAS data. Colour scale

shows the expected number of signal events normalised to the exclusion limit, i.e. 1.



ATLAS Constraints on pGGM parameter space
Dolan-Grellscheid-Jaeckel-VVK-Richardson 1104.0585

Pure GGM parameter space 

In terms of physical squark and 

gluino masses.

White regions are excluded by ATLAS



CMSSM exclusion contour

on m1/2 - m0 plane

Exclusion contour for a simplified

model on the physical squark-gluino

mass plane

Let us pause and compare with the CMSSM results (ATLAS) 



Our implementation of ATLAS exclusion on 

CMSSM and the standard benchmark points 
Dolan-Grellscheid-Jaeckel-VVK-Richardson 1104.0585

squark-gluino

physical mass 

plane



Implementation of ATLAS exclusion on 

CMSSM and the standard benchmark points 
Dolan-Grellscheid-Jaeckel-VVK-Richardson 1104.0585

Wedge shape of 

the allowed region 

is an RG effect:

gaugino masses 

contribute to running 

of the scalar masses



Implementation of ATLAS exclusion on 

CMSSM and the standard benchmark points 
Dolan-Grellscheid-Jaeckel-VVK-Richardson 1104.0585

This is the ATLAS 

exclusion 

contour



Implementation of ATLAS exclusion on 

CMSSM and the standard benchmark points 
Dolan-Grellscheid-Jaeckel-VVK-Richardson 1104.0585

This is an upper

boundary of the

m1/2-m0 plot



Dolan-Grellscheid-Jaeckel-VVK-Richardson 1104.0585

This is the

exclusion 

contour for a 

simplified model

(1
0,squark, gluino)

Implementation of ATLAS exclusion on 

CMSSM and the standard benchmark points 

Note that this

simplified model 

is quite off

from the real model



Dolan-Grellscheid-Jaeckel-VVK-Richardson 1104.0585

Excluded and 

still allowed 

benchmark 

points

Implementation of ATLAS exclusion on 

CMSSM and the standard benchmark points 



[13] Snowmass

[14] ATLAS

[15] CMS

[12] pure GGM



Implementation of ATLAS constraints on the 

CMSSM overlaid with pGGM and benchmarks
Dolan-Grellscheid-Jaeckel-VVK-Richardson 1104.0585



Implementation of ATLAS constraints on the 

CMSSM overlaid with pGGM and benchmarks
Dolan-Grellscheid-Jaeckel-VVK-Richardson 1104.0585

Opening 

angle of the 

wedge 

is wider 

in Gauge 

mediation 

since its susy-

breaking 

scale is lower

The allowed 

`tongue’ region

corresponds to 

stau-NLSP

region in GGM

not constrained

Jets with missing

ET searches 
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parameter space

pureGGM:=(Mmess, G,S )
In progress:

Extended GGM=(Mmess, G,S , tan , u, d)



Why SUSY

SUSY Breaking and 

different Mediation scenarios

Phenomenology of pure General

Gauge mediation

Constraints on Gauge mediation and   

other models from the LHC data.

Summary


